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Letter from the Editor

Hello to everyone reading this and let me take this moment to introduce 
myself. My name is Katie and I am the creator, editor and designer of this 
magazine. I am a four foot, nine inch girl with a big personality, a lover of travel, a 
coffee aficionado and have read more books than I would care to admit.

But back to the magazine...
All editorial pieces in KNL, have been designed, created and written by yours 

truly. To make this publication even more special…the magazine itself is also 
a product of my creativity. All my blood, sweat and tears (or just a lot time, 
popcorn and wine) went into this publication and I hope you enjoy.

It has always been a dream of mine to work in the media industry. With 
dual degrees in Multiplatform Journalism and Public Relations and a minor 
in Sociology from Duquesne University I feel I am ready to hit the ground 
running. My education in the lovely black and gold city of Pittsburgh has 
taught me more than just what occurred in the classrooms I sat in for four 
years. Since graduating high school in 2013, I have learned how to create 
amazing media pieces, exist on my own in a city and find out who it is that I 
am as a person. And the most beautiful thing? I’m still learning!

My professional experience in the media industry consists of internships 
with the Johnstown Magazine, Pittsburgh Magazine and the Pittsburgh 
Cultural Trust.  From these opportunities I have created numerous pieces of 
work, the best of which you will see featured in this publication. 

In addition, the feature article in this magazine overviews my trip in May 
of 2016 to the cities of Paris, France, Brussels, Belgium and Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands for the purpose of media exposure in those European locations. 
The trip taught me the differences between media in the United States and 
Europe and I was able to expand my academic knowledge and my outlook as 
a human being. 

So read through and take in every piece that makes up this magazine. I 
hope you enjoy my work as much as I enjoyed writing it. 

Katie Lipko
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Not 
all 
class-
rooms 
Have 
four 
walls.

The Beginning

Bonjour Paris

If you had asked me what I thought I would get 
out of traveling to Pairs, Amsterdam and Brussels 

in May of 2016, I would have answered “a trip of a 
lifetime.” And boy did it live up to the expectations. 
Even now, to put to words the experiences I enjoyed 
in those two and a half weeks in Europe does not do 
the trip justice, but I shall do my best. 

I registered for the trip in the fall of 2015 and 
patiently (or rather impatiently to be honest) waited 
for the excursion to arrive.

So on a humid day in May, I boarded my flight to 
Charles de Gaulle airport, Paris, and soared over the 
Atlantic Ocean towards an adventure I will
 never forget. 

After a long and very bumpy flight, everyone was 
feeling the excitement and relief of the plane’s 

wheels hitting the ground. Happiness and humidity 
were in the air as we made our way to the customs 
line. A hot and sticky hour later, with an official 
France stamp in my passport, we were finally on the 
cramped metro train heading into the city of Paris.
And so the story begins.

Paris is as one would expect ¬— a bustling city 
full of well-dressed natives and confused looking 
tourists. A city with rich culture and ancient, yet still 
stunning architecture. And let us not forget the deli-
cious, and slightly exotic, Parisian food selection.

Now, when it comes to food, I am the type of in-
dividual who lives by the phrase, “As long as I don’t 
know what it is, I will most likely try it.” With this in 
mind, during our first dinner since arriving in Paris, 
I was confused by the menu and language and chose 
a random dish, which ended up being duck liver. 
While I would not recommend the dish, I did eat it 
and embraced the idea of trying new things in this 
new city.

It is no secret that this city of love can be consid-
ered the fashion center of the world. So in my opin-
ion, a causal (and expensive) stroll down Champs 
Elysses and Avenue Montaigne was a necessary one. 
And just because I cannot afford anything in the 
stores, does not mean I can’t still look. 
And look I did. Photo Credits: Katie Lipko



Downtown, in front of a church, a memori-
al of flowers, candles and stuffed animals lies 
paying tribute to those lost in the attacks. When 
walking past, the busy street instantly becomes 
silent and the weight of the memorial is felt. In 
this tribute, however, Brussels shows its respect 
and unity and it was a beautiful sight to see.

When I think of Europe I think of old, quaint 
towns with cobblestone roads and street vendors. 
While neither Paris nor Brussels followed that 
image exactly, I was not disappointed when  our 
group took a trip north of Brussels to the 
city of Bruges.

Walking off the train, I instantly felt like I 
had been transported to a different time and my 
image of what Europe was going to look life was 
finally brought to my eyes in real life.

It looked as I had hoped and the beautiful ca-
nals and brick bridges made the scene that much 
more amazing. And the colorful flowers poised 
on most windowsills just made me smile.

The rain followed us from Paris, however, 
unlike in Paris where I found myself getting 
annoyed by the wet weather, the rain seemed to 
make Bruges that much more beautiful.

It is a fair assumption to say that I enjoyed my 
time in Bruges and even bought a small painting 
from a street vendor to complete the experience. 
But my story is not over just yet.

Not only did I finally get to see my vision of 
Europe come true, but I also had the chance to 
go to the coast line as well. And who doesn’t 
love the beach!? So naturally I was a happy little 
person when I got to get my feet wet in the very 
cold water of the North Sea.

After drinking beer, eating chocolate and de-
vouring more waffles than I would care to admit, 
Belgium can be checked off the bucket list. 

Upon arrival in Amsterdam, the first thing I 
noticed was the amount of bikes that took

the place of cars as the main form of transporta-
tion. In Amsterdam, there is not only a driving 

and trolley lane, but the bikes and mopeds are 
worthy of their own lane right next to the side-
walk. In this city, you better have been taught 
to look both ways before you cross the street 
because all the lanes of traffic certainly do make 
walking across the road a challenge. Let’s just say 
I almost got taken out by a moped a time or two. 

Another major aspect of Amsterdam are the 
street markets. A large bottle of fresh squeezed 
orange juice is readily available for two euro at 
almost every vendor, a delicacy of which I heavi-
ly took advantage. 

Flowers and Heineken beer are the biggest 
industries in Amsterdam. Flower markets, selling 
fresh cut bouquets, line the canals and streets. 
These markets sell everything related to flowers, 
especially tulips, the flower for which Amster-
dam is most known. Tulips are offered as bulbs, 
fresh cut or wooden and I would be lying if the 
wooden tulip bouquets were not the most cre-
ative and amazing things. 

Heineken beer was another experience and 
when in Amsterdam it would almost seem sac 
religious to not go and tour this age old brewery, 
so on our last day, we did just that. 

I have always been told to experience a city like 
the locals and this brings me to Frankie’s Cor-
ner. A café that consisted of a few tables, a bak-
ery counter and a small grill where the cook, a 
friendly Dutch man who sang loudly and obnox-
iously to every song on the radio. 

Chocolate and Waffles 
and Beer, Oh My!

I found myself wandering casually in and out of 
Louis Vuitton, Prada and of course Harry Win-
ston. (Diamonds really are a girl’s best friend). 

From diamonds to the Louvre where I saw the 
Mona Lisa and kept looking for Robert Langdon 
from the Da Vinci Code to the top of the Eiffel 
Tower, Pairs left a good impression on me, even 
to the last second. 

I spent our last day in Paris at Sacre Coeur, a 
high point in the city where a church with a pan-
oramic view of Paris sits. My friends and I walked 
up the 300 steps to the top, only slightly regret-
ting our decision at step 200. But we made it and 
the view was worth it.

Also in this area of Paris, many street vendors, 
artists and musicians set up shop. While most are 
just trying to prey on tourists like us, some are 
genuine and the one musical group we stopped 
to watch proved that fact correct. Not only were 
they amazing singers, but they knew how to play 
the crowd, even pulling my one friend on stage 
with them.

The live music and street vendors finally made 
me feel like I was in Paris, on my last day there. 
But hey, better late than never, right?

Even with the sleep deprivation and pour-
ing rain, I still found it in me to embrace every 
opportunity that came my way. For I am was 
Paris, and nothing — from strange duck liver to 
the nonstop rain to the miles upon miles that we 
walked — was going to ruin my trip.

Brussels, Belgium welcomed us in with open 
arms. And the first thing I did in this new 

country? Why eat of course! With starving ap-
petites from the hour train ride into the city, my 
friends and I went to the first restaurant we saw. 
(It’s called Peck 47 for your reference and I would 
10/10 recommend).

Not only were we pleased by the mint infused 
water placed instantly on our outside table, but 
the food was incredible! Including chicken sand-
wiches and of course waffles with eggs and bacon 
(we are in Belgium after all), my friends and I 
were all pleased and ready to continue 
our exploration.

The first day in Brussels went quickly, despite 
the fact that the sun does not set until 10 p.m. in 
this part of Europe so the days seem to 
last forever. 

While Brussels is a city full of chocolate, waf-
fles, beer and interesting statues (the peeing boy), 
the part that I was most amazed by, however, was 
the memorial for those lost in the attacks Brussels 
experienced in March 2016.  

“From Harry 
Winston to the 
Louvre to the 

top of the 
Eiffel Tower...”

Amsterdam
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Oscar-Winning Actor 
Chosen to Portray 

Andy Warhol in Biopic

Andy Warhol has struck the interest of Hollywood yet again; the life 
of the Pittsburgh artist is set to be made into a biographical film.

According to The Hollywood Reporter, the biopic “Warhol” will 
star Jared Leto as the iconic pop artist. Leto, known for his Oscar winning 
performance in “Dallas Buyers Club,” is also co-producing the film with Mi-
chael De Luca, producer for “The Social Network” and “Captain Phillips.”

This is not the first time that Warhol has been featured in films. Portrayed 
by many actors, his character has been seen in “The Doors” (1991), “I Shot 
Andy Warhol” (1996) and “Factory Girl” (2007) to name a few. “Andy Warhol: 
A Documentary Film” was also released in 2006. This latest project, however, 
will be the first non-documentary film focused solely on Warhol’s life.

The movie is being written by Terence Winter, creator of “Boardwalk Empire,” 
writer of “The Wolf of Wall Street” and contributing writer for “The Sopra-
nos.” The movie is based on 1989 biography of the artist written by Victor 
Bockris.

Warhol was born in Pittsburgh in 1928. His career extended beyond the art 
world to include the founding of “Interview” magazine, the management and 
production of the rock band “The Velvet Underground,” and the writing of 
several books. He died in 1987 of complications following gallbladder surgery 
and is buried in Pittsburgh.

No word yet if any of the film will be shot in Pittsburgh. A release date for 
“Warhol” has not been announced.

The movie is the first non-documentary to focus 
solely on the pop artist’s life.

Published on the Pittsburgh Magazine’s 412 Blog on September 22, 2016. 
Photo Credit: http://www.cafleurebon.com

We found the place by accident, but it was our 
choice to fall in love. Instantly we felt welcomed 
by the smiling woman behind the counter who 
made us feel like regulars. 

After eating what I think might have been the 
best bacon, egg and cheese sandwich I have ever 
had, my friends and I left knowing we would 
return. And we did the next day. And the next. 
Walking in the second time, we were surprised 
that both the cook and the woman behind the 
counter remembered us and seemed genuinely 
happy that we were back.

Finding Frankie’s Corner made us all feel like 
we were experiencing Amsterdam in the way the 
locals know it and that made me feel like I got 
something extra out of the trip. 

I read a quote one time that went something 
like “the best gift is the gift of adventure” and 

the trip to Europe was everything and more.
When I began college, I would have never 

thought that studying abroad was an option for 
me but here I am writing this article about 
my experiences. 
For my European trip, I can conclude with it was

 a success and would recommend and even en-
courage any and all to visit the places I explored. 
My traveling tips? Take an umbrella and do not 
be surprised when you cannot find an ice cube 
anywhere on the continent. Also, do your re-
search beforehand and make a list of places you 
know you want to go. I find myself now wishing 
I had looked up the places we went to, knowing 
it would have added to my appreciation of the 
locations that much more. But most importantly, 
do not be afraid to explore and embrace looking 
like a tourist, no one knows who you are anyway 
so why does it even matter. Be you and have fun.

So three countries, five cities and a lot of trav-
eling miles later and I can say I learned a lot. The 
trip was been one I will never forget and looking 
back on it now, I wish it could have lasted forev-
er. But as we all know, good things must come to 
an end. But I know one thing for sure…Europe, I 
will be back.

Uncountable Miles, 
Uncountable Memories

“Three countries, 
three cities and a lot 
of traveling miles...”
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Adam 
Ernst

His heart is in 
the country.

“Performing is where it’s at,” says 
Adam Ernst when asked his favor-
ite part of working in the music 
industry.  The 21-year-old country 
singer, songwriter has taken his 

small-town roots and music talent all across Pennsyl-
vania and even down to Nashville.  

Ernst was born in Johnstown and currently resides 
in Belsano, near Ebensburg.  A graduate of Blacklick 
Valley High School, music had always been a part 
of Ernst’s life. He began playing guitar at 5 years old.  
“I can thank my brother for that,” Ernst says.  His 
brother, Eric, played the drums and Ernst recalls the 
two jamming together for hours.  It seems that Eric 
also influenced Adam’s musical preference.  Ernst fell 
in love with music listening to hard rock and heavy 
metal because of his brother.  “I look up to my broth-
er,” he says. “Of course I’m going to be interested in 
what he likes.”

A lover of all genres, Ernst however seemed to con-
nect with country music as he got older.  Country 
music is one genre of music that is easily related too, 
he says.  With this in mind, he has written 70-80 
country songs.  He has 2 full albums available for 
download on iTunes and GooglePlay, has his own 
channel on iHeartRadio and live streams his music 
on reverbnation.com/adamernst.  In addition, Ernst 
has 2 full music videos on YouTube.  A 3rd album 
and music video are in the making.  

Every artist has their own style and Ernst is no excep-
tion to that.  He describes himself as a more modern 
country artist, being musically influenced by Jason 
Aldean, George Strait and Brantley Gilbert.  Ernst 
says he especially connects to Gilbert’s music for his 
rock sound, which reminds Ernst of his own roots of 
listening and playing hard rock with his brother as a 
kid.  Ernst’s music features instruments such as guitar, 
banjo, piano and drums, all of which Ernst 
plays himself. 

At 18, Ernst first played on his own at a “whole in the 
wall” in Coalport, PA.  Since then, Ernst has played 
all across Pennsylvania, even opening for Ole 97, 
a Johnstown area Johnny Cash tribute band, at the 

Johnstown Inn, Johnstown.  Among other upcoming 
events, in September, Ernst will be opening for Rae-
lynn and Craig Wayne Boyd at the Cambria 
County Fair.

Each performance is memorable according to Ernst 
whose biggest performance has been playing for a 
crowd of 3,500 during the Hockeyville announce-
ment ceremony at the War Memorial, Johnstown.  In 
addition to Hockeyville, Ernst recalls his performance 
in May, 2015 at the Woodside Bar & Grill, Johnstown 
as another favorite of his.  “There were random peo-
ple I have never met before singing my songs right 
back to me,” says Ernst, who believes the wilder the 
crowd the better.  “Woodside was pretty wild. (That 
performance) topped Nashville for me.”

Nashville, however, has quickly become Ernst’s 
favorite place.  According to him, Nashville has 
“small-town vibes for a city.”  Ernst first made 
the trip down south September of last year after 
landing the opportunity to be a contestant for 
American Country Star, a singing competition 
that Ernst describes as a “live, untelevised coun-
try version of The Voice.”  Judges for the contest 
include Toby Keith’s guitar player and other 
country music producers that are big in the 
industry, he says.  He was entered into the sec-
ond round and made it to the top 10.  Although 
he did not win, Ernst says the opportunity was 
enough for him.  From it he developed contacts 
in Nashville.  “I was talking to as many people as 
I could talk too,” he says.

 

“There were 
random people..

singing my songs 
right back 
to me...”
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Opportunity came Ernst’s way again in the fall of 
last year when he came into contact with a guy 
from Average Joes Entertainment.  This record 
label got Lee Brice signed and is currently the label 
for Colt Ford.  Ernst was told to play fulltime by 
the record label.  According to Ernst, the label 
wants you to have a following, they want to know 
what you’re doing before they sign you.  Ernst left 
his construction job a year ago and has been per-
forming full time ever since.  “I’m glad I quit my 
construction job,” he says, “Growing up Christian 
made me realize that what sometimes goes wrong 
can sometimes be a blessing.”

Ernst says he has no intention of stopping anytime 
soon. “The goal is to play as many places as I can. 
I’ll go as far as I can (in the music business),” 
he says.

“I’ll go as far as I 
can (in the music 

business).”

For a full list of performance locations and dates 
visit www.adamernstmusic.com.  In addition, be 
sure to follow Ernst on both Facebook and Insta-
gram, @adamernstmusic.  

Published by Johnstown Magazine, September 2015.
Photo Credits: provided by Adam Ernst

Pittsburgh Magazine
October Cover Information - 

TechShop

A playground for creativity, TECHSHOP is a community-based workshop/studio in 
East Liberty that provides access to classes such as woodshop and metalworking and 
professional equippment. TechShop consultants and ambassadors created the “Made 

In Pgh” piece seen on our cover - a first for the company. Using vector-based programs, laser 
cutters and engravers, TechShop created the piece from blank Birch plywood. 

Published by Pittsburgh Magazine, October 2016.
Photo Credit: Pittsburgh Magazine
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Designing Hearts
By Robin Strachan

“Designing Hearts” is a fictional romance novel written by Robin Strachan, a 
Johnstown native. Strachan began her writing career as a reporter, specializing 
in feature stories. This book is her second published novel and she is current-
ly working on a third. Also a published poet and professional artist, Strachan 

resides in Chicago. 
The novel takes place in Stamford, Connecticut, with New York City and the surrounding 

areas also playing a part in the storyline. Designing Hearts focuses on main character, Jill Hen-
nessy, a 49-year-old interior designer and feng shui expert. 

The book begins when Jill finds out that her American heartthrob and celebrity talk show host 
husband, David Hennessy, has had an affair. After 25 years of marriage, Jill learns of David’s 
infidelity on a tabloid television program. This devastating news leads to Jill kicking David out 
of their Stamford home, giving her time to think about what her next move will be 
divorce or forgiveness.

Jill learns to enjoy teaching the class, getting over her fear of public speaking. She also creates 
relationships with each of her students. Each student desires something different, these desires 
range from fertility and the curing of cancer in a loved one to hoping to travel to Italy or having a 
house finally sell on the market. Through the help of the feng shui principles, Jill does her best to 
assist each individual, even providing a personal home consultation to each student to help them 
directly. Through the process of teaching the class, Jill learns from her students as much as they 
learn from her. 

The feng shui class helps the book move along, giving it a structure to follow. It seems that as 
a feng shui concept is explained, focus is put on a particular student and area of Jill’s life to go 
along with the topic. This creates in-depth character profiles that allow the reader to connect to 
the characters.

Jill eventually becomes interested in Denny MacBride, a Scottish artist and interior design 
painter for her business firm. He and Jill are attached to each other almost immediately and begin 
seeing each other gradually. MacBride supports Jill and shows her that new 
beginnings are possible. 
Jill experiences her ups and downs throughout the book, but never forgets who she is as an in-
dividual. This makes her stronger and with the help of her feng shui students, Jill realizes that 
sometimes helping others is just what is needed to help yourself.

This novel is a great representation that change can be sudden and unexpected. However, with 
the ability to stay true to yourself, anything can be overcome.

Published by Johnstown Magazine, August 2015
Photo Credit: http://googleimages.com

BOOK

Jill goes to her family for help after 
finding out about the infidelity. Her 
mother and twin sons all have different 
ideas of what she should do but provide 
love and support for her throughout the 
ordeal. Jill’s relationship with Liam and 
Finn, her sons, becomes stronger. Liam, 
the gay son that David disapproves of, 
especially adds drama to the storyline. 

If the affair isn’t enough change in her 
life, Jill, an individual with a phobia of 
public speaking, agrees to teach a class 
on feng shui at the local community 
college. Feng shui is a Chinese system of 
design that focuses on the placement of 
rooms and décor in a home. The goal of 
feng shui is to allow energy to flow freely 
throughout the house, maximizing the 
living space and helping the home owners 
achieve their desires. The system follows 
a chart made up of nine blocks that corre-
spond to each area of a home.

Happiness 
is a cup of 

coffee and a 
good book.
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Riley says she hopes the play will educate the public about spina bifida. “We have 
hopes and dreams and we are not that different from anyone else. Courage to me 
means showing up, even when you are scared. I hope to face my own fears of change 
and going out of my comfort zone so I can work towards my dream of becoming a 
criminal lawyer and live in New York City.” 

Funds for “Ultramarine Girl” were provided by a Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
grant, as well as through various fundraisers.  All left over money and donations 
will be given to a well-known children’s charity. 

Allen and Mock are appreciative of all the community supporters, including: Bottle 
Works Ethnic Arts Center, Beginnings, Inc. and Beginnings Junior Board; Doug 
Meagher and Bo Moore,; Terry Mock, set designer; Ed Jenkins, website designer; 
James Walter Elston, logo designer; and the Greater Johnstown School District.  

“Ultramarine Girl” is being performed at 7 p.m., July 31 and Aug. 1 and at 2 p.m. 
Aug. 2 on the Greater Johnstown Vocational and Technical Center stage.  
For more information or for tickets, go to www.ultramarinegirl.com.  Challenges are faced by every human being.  Those challenges can be 

as minor as deciding what color shirt to wear in the morning or as 
major as dealing with a life threatening disease.  However, it is hope 
and courage that allow all individuals to rise above their worries 
and succeed.  As the character of President Snow said in the Hunger 
Games, “Hope is the only thing stronger than fear.”

 It was with this hope that the locally written play, Ultramarine Girl: A Cup 
Full of Courage was created.  

The play is inspired by 15 year old Riley Allen, a courageous girl living with spina 
bifida.  Riley will be a freshman at the Greater Johnstown High School this fall.

“Ultramarine Girl” was written by local playwright Aspen Mock, who met the teen 
during the making of “A Semblance of Hope,” a play that raised awareness of breast 
cancer. Mock wrote this play, while Riley’s mother, Rachel Allen, wrote the music
for the play.

  Mock says she was moved by Riley’s character and qualities.  “(Her) grace, strength 
and courage is not only inspiring, but transcendent,” she says. “Although this play is 
fictional, it is a storyline that many people can relate to. My hope is that, should this 
play be published, that actresses with spina bifida are able to play the lead roles for 
the show.”   

Allen believes everyone needs to learn to embrace challenges the way her daughter 
has embraced spina bifida. “This is courage,” she states. “Plain and simple.”

Published by Johnstown Magazine, June 2015
Photo Credit: (background) http://www.workingwritersclub.com
(logo) providedby Rachel Allen

Ultracourageous
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The 34th annual Dirty Dozen bike race once again will see riders pedaling a 50-mile course up Pittsburgh’s 13 steepest hills. Race organizer Danny Chew, who suffered a serious spinal cord injury in September and currently is undergoing rehabilitative therapy, insisted the competition be held even without his presence. Proceeds from the race will support Chew’s recovery, and extra donations can be made at YouCaring.com. (dannychew.com/ddinfo.html)

Thru FEB.26/ The New Collective 

2016 is an art exhibition featuring work 

that engages space through traditional 

media or extended media, such as light, 

sound or video. All pieces showcased 

were completed by PCA Gilds members. 

(6300 Fifth Ave., Point Breese; 412/361-

0873, center.pfpca.org).

Nov. 26

Nov. 18
Published by Pittsburgh 
Magazine, November 2016.

November 
Datebook

For more information visit
www.KNLmagazine.com

All articles written in KNL Magazine are the work of 
Katie Lipko with all images being for the purpose of educational use only.

Photo Credit: http://dlgfirm.com


